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Welcome to the Summer Thornbury Tatler !
This is a Tatler like none that we have ever produced. There are no past events to report
on, and few future ones to promote, but we wanted to bring you your magazine regardless
of this situation, so we hope you enjoy it.
It gives us an opportunity to highlight our advertisers; these are the local businesses who
allow us to publish the magazine and who now need your support to keep them going.
Most of the usual advertisements are still in the magazine in the hope that the lockdown
will soon be lifted enough for them to start providing services again, but a few have chosen
to be removed or amended. We would recommend that you check with others before
assuming it is ‘business as usual’. We have messages from both Lisa and Paul at the Holiday
Park and Lizzy at Blackberry Farm Shop. We must thank both of them for the services they
are offering to residents in the village. Blackberry Farm Shop are doing a weekly
grocery delivery run to Thornbury, and Thornbury Holiday Park are delivering Fish and
Chips and Pizzas. More details of both of these services can be found later in the magazine.
We also thank everyone in the village who has helped out friends and strangers alike.
We decided to give folk something to do by launching a Short Story Competition for both
Adults and Children and we have had great fun reading the submissions. You can read the
winning entries on pages 12 - 15. The runners-up will be printed when space permits.
Our local walking groups hope to meet again as soon as restrictions permit, but in the
meantime, we hope you are managing to enjoy walking in some capacity. The weather at
least has certainly been favourable.
Not surprisingly, a number of our regular contributors have chosen to reflect on the current
virus situation, but I hope that you will find their ideas thought provoking rather than
morbid. I think we can all agree that we want to get back to normal, but it would be nice if
the ‘new normal’ was a more caring and considerate society that values people over things
and experiences over possessions.
Meg Galley-Taylor, Editor
Please send all information, events, announcements and articles for the Autumn edition of
the Tatler to the Editor by 15th August at the latest. tatler@thornburyhamlets.com

Carolyn Jane Soul
Upon the sad passing of our dear Mother on Thursday 7th May 2020, may we, her family,
take this opportunity to thank the community of Woodacott and surrounding areas for all
their fantastic help and support. Carolyn / Mum loved her life here, she had many friends
who we know will miss her very much.
In these times when we can’t shake your hand, give a kiss on a cheek or a hug to show our
total gratitude and love for this marvellous community, we send our love and thanks in this
message.
With much love, Mark, Scott and Steph xxx
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Thornbury Covid-19 Support Line
As we go to press in mid-May, the Thornbury Hamlets have seen relatively little
impact from the pandemic. We have also seen that the community has pulled
together wonderfully well in the past weeks, with a combination of family, friends
and neighbours, as well as our local food suppliers, ensuring that no one feels
isolated, even in lockdown.
The national situation is changing week by week, and we have yet to see the
possible impact of the easing of the lockdown restrictions, when we see more
visitors coming to our county.
At the local level, via the Parish Council, our focus remains on ways that we can
practically help each other. To do that, we continue to work with our list of
vulnerable / at-risk residents, to match them with our team of volunteers.
So if you are ill, or are shielding (alone, or with your family) and you need help with
shopping, collection of prescriptions or other urgent matters, please contact us at
the numbers below and we will try to connect you with someone who can help.
Thornbury is a caring community – we can do this together.

Call Thornbury Parish Council:
Paul Taylor: 01409 261804 or 07584 720802
Gaye Tabor: 01409 261100 or 07870 599951
Email: clerk@thornburyhamlets.com
We are continuing to publish local information relating to Covid-19 and its effects
on our Facebook group “Thornbury Tatler”, and we urge you to join, even if you
don’t usually do social media – it’s the quickest way for us to communicate with
you. We are also using the Neighbourhood Watch email list to reach others in the
community. Email me if you want to join.
Stay well,
Paul Taylor, Clerk to Thornbury Parish Council
clerk@thornburyhamlets.com
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Alex's Wood-Fired Pizza is back ! 1st and 3rd Fridays each month
 Pre-orders & Pre-payment only. Slots are limited so please

ORDER BEFORE 4PM ON EACH FRIDAY (see below)
 We can deliver to your door within the village. If you are returning from

exercise, shopping, work, or walking the dog, you can also collect your Pizza.
If you wish to collect, please observe social distancing.
 Minimum delivery order 2 pizzas (no minimum for collection)
 Electronic payment only (Card payment or BACS)

How to order: PM us via Facebook, call/text on: 07930 378757 with your name,
address, preferred time slot and your order. We will confirm by text and send you
our payment details.
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A message from Lisa and Paul at Thornbury Holiday Park
We hope that you are all well and keeping safe amid these difficult times.
When we closed our doors to you all on March 20th we were extremely
saddened, then we found ourselves wondering; what do we do now? It took us a
little time to gather our thoughts and since then we have tried to offer our services
to the local community in as many ways as possible.
We hope that those of you who have had our take-away Fish & Chips have enjoyed
them, we plan to continue with this on selected dates in May & June.
You will also see that we have Alex's Woodfired Pizza serving us until the end of
August twice a month on a Friday (see calendar opposite). We will be delivering
Pizzas to your door until such time as the Government guidelines around COVID19
allow us to re-open our doors to you.
On May 13th we were pleased to announce that we re-opened our fishery to the
general public for day fishing. We have strict guidelines in place for all Anglers
attending our lakes and all social distancing measures must be followed. If you or
any of your family would like to fish, please call us and we will be happy to run
through the guidelines with you.

The rest of our Holiday Park remains closed as we closely follow our Government’s
guidance. We are keeping safe and well and we are continuing to maintain the
grounds of the Holiday Park ready to welcome you back with open arms when it is
safe to do so.
We sincerely thank you for your continued support, and feel so lucky to have such
wonderful, loyal customers. We miss you all, it’s heart-breaking to see our park
empty, especially when the sun is shining!
Stay safe, stay strong, and look after yourselves and your loved ones.
Lisa & Paul
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Blackberry Farm Shop has changed to help you
We are offering an alternative to having to queue for your shopping by expanding our
product range dramatically and allowing you to order as much or as little as you want and
collect it the same day through our completely contactless ordering system. We are also
offering a full delivery service to those who prefer to or have to stay at home. Our personal
service means that you can call to order and know instantly when it will be ready, you can
also be assured that we will pick your order personally and if you order mandarins and they
aren't in stock, we promise we won't send you a duck instead!!
We are building a new website so you can browse our products online but we are still
keeping our stock lists which many of you, particularly those with no internet experience,
have found much easier to use.
As well as shopping, we are also able to offer our full tearoom menu as a takeaway including
our All-day breakfasts and cream teas so you enjoy them in the comfort of your own home
instead. Our new cream tea by post service has proved to be an amazing success with many
people sending their friends and relatives a little bit of Devon as a welcome treat and our
plant centre is beginning to fill out.
Our extensive stock list is available by email request to stock@lizzyslarder.co.uk or by
phoning 01409 261440.
It really is an unprecedented time.
We have all had to learn new skills, whether it is understanding new technology, using social
media, riding a bike, being more patient and understanding or even learning to cook our
favourite recipe with only half the ingredients. But one thing is certain, we are all showing
ourselves that we can, even when we think we can't.
I have had to turn my whole business on its head and rethink what I do. My shop has been
trashed, turned from a place for visitors to relax and enjoy a leisurely meal to a fast moving
picking and packing warehouse and production centre.
It's not really what I signed up to do and it is relentless and unforgiving but in all honesty it is
the best job in the world when you know you can pick up the phone to someone who is in
despair and be able to say “don't worry we can sort that”.
My staff and family have been amazing. They too have had to learn new skills. It's not been
easy for any of them and we have all made a few mistakes but we are learning and progressing and changing and most importantly supporting each other in what we do and we are all
still smiling.
It's certainly not over yet and whilst people still need our help we will still be here to offer it.
Thank you to everyone who has supported us and continue to support us. We are very
grateful to every single one of you.
Stay Safe everyone and if you need us, you know where we are.

Lizzy
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Deliveries to Thornbury
The shop is now open again, for food and garden plants, but
Blackberry Farm Shop still has a regular delivery run to
Thornbury every WEDNESDAY, although they can deliver most
days, especially for those isolating or shielding.
Call with your order:

Email your orders to:

01409 261440

orders@lizzyslarder.co.uk

Latest stock lists are available on request.

We’d also like to thank all of the other
businesses who are supporting the people of
Thornbury with deliveries, including Dunstaple
Dairy Herd, The Happy Pear, Hallwood Farm and
Holsworthy Pets.
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Thank You Thornbury !
The past weeks have, in many ways, brought our community closer together:
complete strangers are helping those in need, as distant families struggle to
support their loved ones here. So thank you to everyone for caring.
Thanks go to Gaye Tabor, who is calling at-risk residents for the Parish Council on a
regular basis, to make sure they continue to be looked after.
A big thank you to all our Covid-19 Volunteers, especially Jane Akers, Linda and
Jeremy Bond, Rebecca Poet, Kate Prouse, Lisa Serra and Tracey Toft, who between
them have done most of the 50 or so prescriptions collection runs to date, as well
as doing shopping for residents and other tasks.
Ray and Joan Smith in Thornbury would especially like to thank Marika Fowler and
her family for looking after them so well while shielding. Joan says “We will be
forever in their debt”.
Gillian Hughes, for making deliveries on her way home after a long day’s cooking at
Lizzie’s Larder.
Paul Avenell, for speedy pizza deliveries round the village.

Residents of Lashbrook would like to thank Simon Anderson for arranging
emergency repairs to large potholes in their lane, to keep it usable until Highways
can re-start their programme of work.
And finally, Jean Forrester-Barker of South Wonford would like to thank the person
who retrieved and returned her recycling bag ! Every little helps, as they say!

Events (or not) in Thornbury
Well, at the moment there aren’t any……..As of mid-May, the BIG Lunch has been
postponed, with the intention of holding a village get-together once we can do so
safely. Likewise, the Cider & Pasty Walk has been postponed to a date to be
advised, possibly in September.
The annual Thornbury Fun Day & Dog Show is still scheduled to be held on July
18th at this time, but we will let you know if and when it is cancelled.
We hope we will be able to hold some public events later this year, so please watch
out for further information on the website, Facebook group and village noticeboards and for the small signboards that we will put round the lanes to advertise
any future events. Fingers firmly crossed !
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From the Chair of the Parish Council
Dear parishioners, I hope that you are all surviving Covid-19 and the lockdown, which has
now been eased a little. One of the consequences of lockdown is that the Parish Council
was unable to hold our AGM and thus I’m still Chair of the Parish Council for a while longer.
I have to say that I'm very proud of the number of people who have volunteered to help
those in need of medicine or groceries being collected and delivered. More people have
offered to help than has actually been needed. I also want to thank all those who put
flowers at the War Memorial and bunting around the Village Green for VE Day. It was so sad
not to be able to celebrate VE Day with those that are left who experienced the Second
World War either as civilians, children or combatants. There is such a thing as community
and I’m very proud to be part of ours. I could also not let this opportunity go by without
thanking our Parish Clerk ,Paul, for all that he has done to organise pick-ups and make sure
that we have contacted all those whom we thought might need our help. He has also
worked hard to keep the residents informed of all the help that the Parish can offer.
Some of you must be very fit after all the walking and cycling that you have been doing
during lockdown. For myself, Spring always heralds the start of lambing and calving so I've
not had much time for walking or cycling, but I have missed not seeing my granddaughters
more than they will ever know.
We like to think that we are so advanced compared to our ancestors, but a virus without a
vaccine or cure by drugs leaves us with the same problems that they faced. During the last
great plague epidemic 1665-1666 my forefathers were already farming at Woodacott. It is
sobering to read the account of how they tried to keep it at bay from Holland which had
been afflicted since the early 1660s. Ships were quarantined for 40 days before being given
a certificate allowing them to enter port. This was enforced by the Royal Navy very
vigorously: so much so, that it brought howls of protestation from the Dutch ambassador
that it was affecting the trade and profits of their merchants. When the plague did
eventually reach London, the rich fled to their second homes in the country. When those
less fortunate also tried to leave, the villages outside of London felt resentful of Londoners
bringing the plague to them. These communities rose up and stopped them travelling,
forcing their return to London. Pest houses were built, which today would be called isolation
units. Some rioting by the poor who were forced to stay put in their plague ravished areas
also took place.
When we are stripped of modern medicine our problems and responses are not so different
from theirs. At least we have scientists who can read DNA and create new drugs to combat
Covid-19. Let's hope that this doesn’t last the 18 months it took to get rid of the Great
Plague. If I have been guilty of anything in my life it is that I have taken too much of what we
have for granted. Life with food shortages, serious travel disruption or diseases that could
not be cured was supposed to be history, not part of our modern world. I suspect that I am
not the only one to have had a rude awakening.
Looking forward I can't wait to have a cider at the Holiday Park and to able to socialise with
family and friends; to take part in Cider & Pasty walks and meet many of you at the Big
Lunch etc. The new village hall, when built, will be a great place to socialise and strengthen
the great community spirit which we already possess. So, let's do what the human race has
always done: look forward to a brighter and safer future!
Keith Hutchings
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From your County Councillor, Barry Parsons
It’s a real pleasure to have been asked to say a few words for The Tatler.
“Tattle”, of course, is about disclosing information or giving evidence about another, divulging confidential information, or speaking rapidly and incessantly!
Alternately, there is an explanation of some repute, with The Tatler being a “British
glossy magazine … focusing on fashion and lifestyle, as well as coverage of high
society and politics. The magazine is targeted towards the British upper class, and
its readership is the wealthiest of all Condé Nast's publications.” Either way, I had
better be careful! Either way, I like it!
At this time of experiencing things never before faced in our life-time I want, firstly,
to pay huge tribute to the many of you supporting not only friends and relatives,
but, so many who are in need of support. The efforts of our own ‘Troops on the
Ground’ has been truly magnificent. This is, indeed, so in Thornbury. Every person I
know is trying to do their utmost in support of others and I applaud you to an
extent that I have never before applauded in my life. Thank you all, so much.
For some, who have lost their loved ones, and in ways never before imagined, our
deepest sympathy is extended. The price you and your loved ones have paid and
are paying is truly shocking and our thoughts and prayers are with you.

Whilst, in many ways it is ‘business as (un)usual’ for me, the likes of ‘homeschooling’ is proving a big challenge. With foster youngsters at home life has to go
on, but it certainly has changed. I have to say our youngsters are doing remarkably
well in stepping up to the daily challenges as well as been incredibly innovative; the
latest production and building of a Lego-style game with embattled ant colonies,
rules, and all! Their understanding is far better than mine could ever be and I am
already preparing for one to seek a career in Entomology.
As your County Councillor I can assure you that there is a mountain of work
currently being undertaken to keep our Devon communities safe and well, and also
preparing for the future – post lockdown. Whilst the South West, generally, hasn’t
in some respects been as badly affected by Coronavirus as other areas across the
UK, we must remain diligent. I know that our area has been most respectful of what
we are being asked to do. I urge you to continue in this vein in order to protect
yourself and others. Please stay safe and use the County Council website for up to
date information/advice about Coronavirus (www.devon.gov.uk)
My very best wishes to you all. Barry M Parsons
County Councillor for Holsworthy Rural and Cabinet Member
barry.parsons@devon.gov.uk 07739 972043
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Thornbury Tatler Short Story Competition
First of all, I would like to thank everybody for taking the time to submit a story to
our competition. We had a very hard time choosing the winners, especially in the
children’s category. We also made the decision that as we had no entries in the
children’s non-fiction category, to split the children into 2 age groups, 6 to 8 and 9
and over. This means that we have 4 winners and 4 runners up to report as
follows:

Adult Fiction
Winner:

Malcolm Orr from Holsworthy for ‘The Sound of Silence’

Runner-up: Sarah Osborne from Bradford for ’ …The Old People Said’

Adult Non-Fiction – My Favourite Place
Winner:

Claire Gilliam from Shebbear for ‘Memories of Tavistock’

Runner-up: Gaye Tabor from Thornbury for ’Looe’

Children’s Fiction Aged 6 – 8
Winner: Riley Toms-Bacchus aged 6 from Holsworthy for ‘The Magical Rainforest’
Runner-up: Lillyanna Mai Doherty aged 8 from Langtree for ‘The Magic Pen’

Children’s Fiction Aged 9 and over
Winner: Elodie Angel aged 9 from Holsworthy for ‘The Giraffe That Wanted to Fly’
Runner-up: Lily Fox aged 11 from Shebbear for ‘No Wellies’

Well done to you all!
We have printed the winning entries in the following pages and hope to print the
runners up in subsequent editions of the Tatler. We will be sending certificates and
their prizes out to all the winners and runners up, and all of the other children will
each receive a certificate of commendation for their efforts.
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Adult Fiction Winner: “The Sound of Silence”
Peace had fallen upon the land as traffic ceased to flow, and the wheels of industry ground
to a halt. The world was in lockdown.
Brendan sat in his garden and listened. The air was full of noise, but it was not the noise of
human activity. It was nature re-establishing its presence after years of being drowned out
by the sounds of human progress. It was a new experience for Brendan, who had spent his
earlier life in the city. Birds were warbling and chirruping, bees were buzzing, trees and
bushes were whispering in the gentle breeze.
There was a new boldness in the natural world, suggesting that wildlife could sense a shift
in the balance of power between nature and humans as the terrible virus continued to
decimate populations and allowed animals, birds and insects to become more dominant.
Brendan had read about wild goats moving into a town where there were few people about,
and making themselves at home in carefully tended gardens. He had also seen photographs
of lions sleeping on roads in parts of Africa where traffic had ceased to flow, and read tales
of normally retiring species turning up in unlikely locations such as deserted railway stations
which would previously have been busy with people waiting for trains that never came.
As he contemplated these phenomena, Brendan became aware that the cacophony of
sounds of the natural world around him had given way to total silence. He could see no
reason for this. The sun was still up, and the garden fauna were awake. Suddenly, through a
gap in the hedge at the bottom of his garden a stag strolled in and stood still, doing his
‘Monarch of the Glen’ pose. He gazed around regally, tossed his antlered head and snorted.
He stared contemptuously at Brendan, suggesting that he had no right to be there. A few
moments later his mate joined him. Together they began to chew the heads off Brendan`s
collection of Dahlias.
He leaped up and charged towards them, waving his fists, but they stood their ground,
quietly ruminating their tasty pickings. He shouted at them, but they clearly could not be
intimidated. Slowly the air again began to be filled with the shrill of bird song as species of
all kinds came crowding on to the surrounding trees and bushes to watch.
Brendan dejectedly returned to his seat. The assumption that man would always be
dominant in the counterplay between wildlife and humanity was being challenged.
Domination had hitherto been dependent on the availability of guns and pesticides to
control wildlife. In the new order when such things were not being manufactured, man`s
rule over the natural world would become a phenomenon of history. As he sat there
pondering these thoughts, he saw a snake slither down from his Apple Tree gripping a large
ripe fruit in its jaws. It appeared to be grinning as it slithered away into the undergrowth.
Malcolm Orr, Holsworthy
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Adult Non-Fiction Winner: “Memories of Tavistock”
It was the usual murky wet morning as I set out on my journey; the rain had been incessant
for the last week and flooding was becoming a real issue in the narrow Devon lanes. As I
drove, I reflected upon how the weather appeared to parallel my mood, bleak, grey and
relentless in its pursuit of me. Times had been tough lately, and the thought of escaping to
one of my favourite places for some “me time” lifted my spirits considerably.
Despite the rain, I enjoyed the journey, and could already feel my shoulders starting to relax
a little. Once I arrived, I set off on foot to the market with a joyous sense of anticipation.
On my arrival, I chose to stick with my familiar routine of grabbing a coffee at the café next
to the market – this always allowed me to centre myself and absorb the comforting sounds
of normal life around me. Although a weekday, as it was close to Christmas the place was
buzzing with shoppers chattering excitedly about the forthcoming season. I absorbed the
noise and vibrancy of the place, observing people scurrying in and out of the market in their
brightly coloured wet weather gear, even some of the shoppers’ dogs were dressed in bright
raincoats – everyone it seemed was out enjoying the Christmas build up. As the rain
continued to hammer down on the roof, the sounds of people enjoying themselves rose to a
crescendo that drowned out all noise of the weather outside. Cutlery clinked and chairs
scraped as more tables around me were laid up. Excited children could be heard pestering
their parents as their eyes roved across all the festive delights on offer, and asking how
many sleeps it was until the big man arrived. I eased back in my chair with a long sigh, as
these familiar sights and sounds comforted me and began to dispel my worries.
Although inside, the weather had given the air a pervasive aroma of damp earth, mixing
with the smell of cigarette smoke wafting in from outside as people opened and closed the
café door. This, together with the smell of damp dogs and various scents that people were
wearing, gave me a slightly nauseous feeling. In contrast, the smell of freshly brewed coffee
and hot chocolate provided a welcome sense of warmth and comfort that served to remind
me of why I had come. Although the coffee had a bitter burnt tang to it, the warmth from
my steaming mug drove the ache from my cold hands. I loved sitting here amongst the
hubbub; it reminded me that life goes on whatever occurs in your life.
As time was short, just being here next to the market would have to be enough for now.
Reluctantly, I finished my coffee and made my way back to the car, feeling as though I had
escaped – not for long but just enough to see me through the rest of the week.
Claire Gilliam, Shebbear
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Fiction, age 6 to 8, Winner: “The Magical Rainforest”
It started on one sunny morning when I came down the stairs and there were two cases.
They were big shiny and blue and there was a note on one case. The note said surprise, we
are off on holiday.
Me and my brother Lincoln got dressed and then we went to the airport with our parents.
Over the speaker there was a man's voice saying flight 201 is about to leave for Hawaii. It
was a long flight, so I put my headphones on and fell asleep.
When I woke up it was time to get off the plane and we went to our hotel. When we got to
the hotel, we met some lovely people outside. My mum and dad were talking to them and
they asked if they could show us around tomorrow. My mum said yes that would be lovely,
and we went up to our room to get some sleep for our exciting days ahead.
The next day when we woke up, we had a spectacular breakfast. We had a big fry up and a
strawberry and banana milkshake. We went down the stairs to meet Mr and Mrs Raby and
they introduced their daughter Rebecca to us. She was 10 years old.
We got into the car and drove for about an hour and then Mrs Raby said this is called the
Magical Rainforest. We got out of the car and I was surprised as it was very beautiful. We
walked down the path into the trees. I looked around and I could hear a crashing waterfall
and there were loads of trees. It was very hot. I laughed and said to Rebecca why is it
magical? She said you will see.
We stumbled upon a talking Orangutan. I was shocked as I did not know that animals could
talk. She was talking to her baby saying go to sleep.
In the distance I could hear a snake, it was a Green Anaconda that was around 29 feet long
and we were scared so we ran away and hid in a cave behind the waterfall. The snake was
so fast, but I thought I had got away until I heard a voice saying please don't be scared, I just
want to be friends. I slowly walked out of the cave and said Yes. He smiled and said my
name is Andrew. Will you come with me? I want to show you something, so we followed
Andrew and he took us to a tree and said ask for your favourite food. I asked for a doughnut
and then a doughnut dropped into my hands. I said wow, thank you. After that we went to a
lake with clear water and there were animals all around dancing and singing. We stayed
with Andrew and his friends for the rest of the day. I said to Andrew it was very nice to
meet you, but we must go. We all said goodbye to Andrew and made our way home.
Riley Toms-Bacchus, age 6
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Fiction, age 9 to 11, Winner: “The Giraffe Who Wanted to Fly”
Once there lived a young giraffe whose name was Geoffrey. Geoffrey had a friend giraffe
who was called April. April was very beautiful, with long eye lashes and eyes like rubies.
Geoffrey's eyes were like the summer sun. They lived together on a grassy hillside, above a
watering hole where all sorts of animals would come to drink.
One beautiful sunny morning April and Geoffrey were trotting down to the watering hole
when they passed a tree. April said, "Look Geoffrey, Let's eat some of those sparkling green
leaves." "Ok." said Geoffrey, and they galloped over and started eating. Suddenly, the
strangest thing met April's eyes. Geoffrey started climbing the brown trunk of the tree.
When he got to the top of the trunk he looked out through the leaves and branches, making
the tree rock from side to side. When he reached the topmost branch, he walked right to
the end of it and… JUMPED!
For a few glorious seconds he was soaring through the air. Then he started to flap his
hooves frantically as he fell back down to earth. SPLASH!!!
He landed in the watering hole and all the animals scattered away in fright. Geoffrey
splished and sploshed his way to the edge and climbed out. April galloped down to help and
asked, "What did you do that for?" "I know this sounds crazy" began Geoffrey "but - I want
to fly!"

The next morning April went to visit a wise old giraffe named Queen Trixie. She told her all
about the strange happenings of the other day. Queen Trixie listened to April, then smiled
and said in a sweet voice, "Wait until tonight, there might be something that can help you."
April waited and waited all day until the first star started gleaming and sparkling. She
rushed to find Geoffrey and told him he had to come to the watering hole. When they got
there Geoffrey looked up and shouted "Look! A shooting star! A real shooting star!" April
looked up at the star and said "Quick Geoffrey, make a wish."
The next morning, as the first stretch of sunlight lit the sky, Geoffrey woke up full of excitement. He was going to see if his wish had come true. Off down the hill he went, making sure
he didn't wake any of the animals, until he found the tree he was looking for. He hoisted
himself up and scrambled through the leafy branches to the top of the tree. When he was
on a sturdy branch he stood up on two legs, and jumped...
He couldn't believe it. Instead of falling down, down, down he was going up, Up, UP!!!
"I'm flying! I'm Actually Flying!" cried Geoffrey in amazement.
He soared through the hot African sky, swooping over the plains and waving at all the
astonished animals. Eventually, he saw April and landed next to her. All she could say was
"Wow!" "Come on", said Geoffrey, "I'll tell you all about it..."
Elodie Angel, age 9
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Helicopter Tales - Dual Controls
Margot Duhalde from Chile and Mary Ellis
from England both died in 2018. They
were the last surviving female Air
Transport Auxiliary (ATA) pilots. They
were two of 1320 pilots (168 of them
women) from 25 countries who flew in
the ATA during the Second World War.
Although they were all qualified pilots
they were, nevertheless, debarred from
normal flying duties by age, gender or
physical handicap; some were shortsighted and two of them had only one
arm! The role of the ATA was to ferry all types of aircraft from factories, assembly units and
maintenance units to active service airfields, and for repositioning aircraft between the front
line stations – thus relieving RAF operational pilots.
Over the course of the war Mary Ellis
(pictured left) flew over 1,000
aircraft of 76 types including single
engine Spitfires and two engine
Wellington bombers. Each flight was
conducted alone – or, perhaps for the
larger multi engine aircraft, with an
engineer. The training they had
received on each aircraft was
minimal, and in many instances
consisted merely of reading “Ferry
Pilot Notes”. It is difficult for us to
understand how they achieved what they did – measured by the risk-averse and safetyconscious world of today. It was a dangerous game: by the end of the war 174 ATA pilots
had lost their lives. Such were the expedients of wartime flying.
After the war Margot Duhalde (seen below, nicknamed “Chile”) ran her own flying school
near Santiago and flew up
to the age of 81. Mary
became the manager of
Sandown Airport and went
on to form the Isle of
Wight Aero Club.
They were remarkable
women.
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How different is the approach to flying these days. Quite rightly, the average pilot is
discouraged from being in current flying practice on more than one or two different types,
and conversion training is conducted at length with an instructor and with dual controls.
For the first flight in an unfamiliar aircraft one would expect to be guided by an experienced
pilot.
This should have been the case when I was given a flight in a Piper Cub at the Ulster Flying
Club in Northern Ireland. The ‘Cub is an old design, built between 1938 and 1947, and this
one was used for towing gliders. Typically, for aircraft of that era it had a tail wheel which
made it more difficult to land than modern aeroplanes which have nose wheels. I had never
flown in one, but my initial flying training had been on a tail wheeled aeroplane. I sat in the
rear of the cockpit with Eoin, the qualified pilot, sitting in the front. He allowed me to take
off and then fly around the local area. When it was time to land, because it was an
unfamiliar machine as far as I was concerned, and tricky to land, I suggested to my
companion that he might like to follow me through on the controls – just in case. I did not
understand his reply which was in a marked Northern Irish accent. I managed to achieve
what used to be called in the trade a “positive landing”. This means hitting the ground with
considerable downward pressure whilst avoiding total destruction of the undercarriage.
Luckily, the ‘Cub’ was built for mishandling of this nature. It did, however, solicit another
unintelligible comment from the front of the aeroplane. After landing we repaired to the
clubhouse, and Eoin asked me what I had meant by “Follow me through on the controls”? I
explained that it was usual practice, in military flying, for the instructor or experienced pilot
to have hands on the controls during landing or at moments of difficulty. “Ah, to be sure”
came the reply, “And what sort of controls do you think I was having in the front? There’s
only one set - and they were all in the back with you!”
Roger Lawes
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Dee’s Lockdown Science and Nature Quiz!
1. What are Sand dart, Blood vein, Black mountain and True lovers-knot all species of?
A. Wild flowers

B. Moths

C. Ferns

D. Water flies

2. What is an echinoderm?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A marine invertebrate such as a starfish
A conical sea shell
A species of earthworm
A fossil found on the Jurassic coast

3. Which of these statements is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Soil pH has no impact on crop growth
Soil pH determines the colour of leaves
Soil pH makes plants wither in dry weather
Soil pH affects the crop’s ability to take up nutrients

4. What is Hooper’s Rule?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A measurement of distance between stars
The ageing of a tree by counting the rings
The way a swan finds its way to its wintering grounds
A way of calculating a hedgerow’s age

5. What is the scientific name for a Barn owl?
A. Tyto alba

B. Anguis fragilis

C. Strix aluco

6. What is a Lousy Watchman?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A blind worm
A climbing plant
A dung beetle
A nocturnal ant

7. What is a pteridophyte?
A.
B.
C.
D.

An extinct dinosaur
A toothed bat
A flowerless fern
A plant that can withstand drought

D. Lepus europaeus
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8. Which of these statements is false?
A.
B.
C.
D.

An epiphyte is a plant that grows on another plant
Spring gentian is a common wild flower in Devon
Mushrooms reproduce by spores, often at night-time
Marram grass is often planted to restore sand-dunes

9. What is the chemical symbol for Tin?
A. Sn

B. T

C. Pc

D. Stn

10. I am walking through a recently felled area of forestry at dusk when I hear an
eerie churring. Suddenly a bird flies up with a clapping, mechanical flight.
What is this bird most likely to be?
A. Wood pigeon

B. Snipe

C. Nightjar

D. Woodcock

11. Triton is a large moon of which planet?
A. Neptune B. Jupiter

C. Uranus

D. Mercury

12. Pythagoras theorem may be simplified to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

a 2 + b 2 = c2
a1 (a2 x b2) = c
a 2 x b 2 = c2
a 1 – b 1 = c2

13. What is mitochondria?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A pink flowering shrub
The energy generator of a cell
A small bone in the foot
A disease carried by head lice

14. What is the common name for ascorbic acid?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Sulphuric acid
Vinegar
Bleach
Vitamin C

The answers can be found on page 26.
How did you do ?
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VE Day 75 - 8th

Thornbury marked the VE
with displays of flowers at
Woodacott, and with
throughout the
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E Day 75th anniversary
t the War Memorial in
bunting and flags
e Hamlets.
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A Year in Nature : Spring 2020
Coronavirus has had an enormous impact upon our lives. Affecting our health, our work,
and our usual daily activities. It has caused many of us anxiety and concern, fear and
sadness. Human beings always have, and always will, face challenges – sometimes to their
very existence – through illness, war, and natural disaster.
At the end of the first World War returning soldiers, and others displaced by the fighting,
arrived home in the UK from European countries. Unknowingly, they carried with them
Spanish Flu. The pandemic spread rapidly throughout a population already weakened by the
rigours of war. Over a quarter of the British population were affected, and 228,000 lost their
lives. The accumulative total deaths of World Wars I and II are around 1 million military
personnel and 70,000 civilians. The Great Irish Famine of 1845 to 1849 killed between 1 and
1.5 million people.
Living through such times must have been incredibly hard, and for some people their only
time on this planet must have been a painful experience indeed.
During times of anxiety and fear, the natural world is a wonderfully reassuring constant. The
sun will always rise in the morning, the rain will always fall, the tides will constantly ebb and
flow, and the Spring will always come to end the Winter. This consistency gives us
confidence and faith. Whenever everything around us seems to be falling apart, Nature will
always be on hand to provide us with a bird song, a gentle breeze, or blazing sunset. Like
your pet dog who is always ready for a walk no matter what the time of day or the weather
conditions outside, nature can always be relied upon to provide us with a moment of beauty
or drama. There’s always something going on in the natural world – especially during Spring
– and connecting with the natural world is good for our health and mental well-being. We
can all achieve peace, and gain solace from spending time observing nature and wildlife –
even if it is just from through a window! Here’s the view from mine…..
Dee
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Neighbourhood Watch in Thornbury Hamlets
When we analysed the results of the Parish Plan Questionnaire it was clear that quite a lot
of people in the village were either not members, or thought they were not members of the
village Neighbourhood Watch Group (Thornbury Hamlets NHW). It therefore feels
appropriate at a time when people have all been working together to support one another,
to promote the benefits of being a member.
Anyone can become a member of Neighbourhood Watch as long as you want to work
alongside your neighbours to help make the place where you live safer, friendlier and more
vibrant just as you have been doing over recent weeks. Individual members are at the heart
of the network and can have a say in the direction of the Neighbourhood Watch Network
through regular surveys, events and communication, plus your input at a local level.
It’s free to join the Neighbourhood Watch movement, although in the past we have
collected a one-off voluntary donation of £1 from each household to pay for the NHW signs
that are placed at the edge of the village, as we had to pay for these and they are £10 each.
By becoming a member, you will receive a unique member ID entitling you to the following
benefits:

• Welcome email with tips on ways to make the most of your membership
bi-monthly e-newsletter ‘Our News’

• If you wish, a meaningful role in the running of the charity
• Connection to like-minded individuals who care about making their communities great
•

•
•
•
•

places to live
Access to your local scheme, including their newsletters and local police alerts
practical benefits, such as exclusive discounts and offers, which we are always adding
to. Currently members receive 10% discount on Co-op Home Insurance and a discount
on Patlock French window locks
simple calls-to-action & inclusion in campaigns
be the first to receive information on activities and campaigns we are running and ways
you can use these to benefit your local community
access to volunteering opportunities, including training in topics such as fundraising
Public Liability Insurance for members engaged in Neighbourhood Watch activities

Once registered, you can also opt in to receive local community alert messages.
The easiest way to join is online at www.ourwatch.org.uk but if you want to contact me at
tatler@thornburyhamlets.com or on 261804 I will bring you a pack as soon as I can.
Meg Galley-Taylor, Scheme Coordinator
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‘Lockdown’ by Simon Armitage
Simon Armitage, the Poet Laureate, has written a poem to address the coronavirus and the
lockdown that is, as I write, still in place to some degree across the UK. He says that the art
form can be consoling in times of crisis because it “asks us just to focus, and think, and be
contemplative”. He has also said that he feels that society may emerge from the pandemic
“slightly slower, and wiser, at the other end”. We can only hope he is right.
I can particularly relate to his new poem as I come from the Peak District of Derbyshire and
the poem, Lockdown, starts with references to the outbreak of bubonic plague in Eyam in
the 17th century, when a bale of cloth from London brought fleas carrying the plague to this
Derbyshire village. His poem references Eyam’s boundary stone, which contained holes that
the quarantined villagers would put their money in to pay for provisions from outside, and
then fill with vinegar in the hope it would cleanse the coins. It also touches on the doomed
romance between a girl who lived in Eyam and a boy outside the village who talked to her
from a distance, until she stopped coming. (see www.eyamandthegreatplague.weebly.com/
boundary-stone.html for more information.)
It them takes images from the epic poem Meghadūta by
the Sanskrit poet Kālidāsa in which an exile sends
reassuring words to his wife in the Himalayas via a passing
cloud. The cloud is convinced to take the message because
the spirit or yaksha, tells him what amazing landscapes and
scenery he’s going to pass across on his journey.

And I couldn’t escape the waking dream
of infected fleas
in the warp and weft of soggy cloth
by the tailor’s hearth
in ye olde Eyam.
Then couldn’t un-see
the Boundary Stone,
that cock-eyed dice with its six dark holes,

thimbles brimming with vinegar wine
purging the plagued coins.
Which brought to mind the sorry story
of Emmott Syddall and Rowland Torre,
star-crossed lovers on either side
of the quarantine line
whose wordless courtship spanned the river
till she came no longer.
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But slept again,
and dreamt this time
of the exiled yaksha sending word
to his lost wife on a passing cloud,
a cloud that followed an earthly map
of camel trails and cattle tracks,
streams like necklaces,
fan-tailed peacocks, painted elephants,
embroidered bedspreads
of meadows and hedges,
bamboo forests and snow-hatted peaks,
waterfalls, creeks,
the hieroglyphs of wide-winged cranes
and the glistening lotus flower after rain,

The Eyam boundary stone

the air
hypnotically see-through, rare,

the journey a ponderous one at times, long and slow

‘Holsworthy Station’, a watercolour by Brian Short of Woodacott
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Thornbury Parish Council News
AGM postponed due to Covid-19
Following the release of new legislation relating to public meetings in general,
Thornbury Parish Council advises that the AGM of the Parish Council, which was set
for Thursday May 21st, was postponed. The legislation allows councils not to meet
face to face, and also allows for remote meetings (on video or phone) if required,
up until May 2021. As there is no urgent business for the Council at this time, a
postponement has been agreed: that also means that the current Chair (Keith
Hutchings) and Vice-Chair (Gaye Tabor) will continue in post until a new date is set
for an AGM. I will advise of any new dates either for remote or in-person meetings
of the Parish Council via the usual channels.
A New Community Hall for Thornbury
As you might expect, work has slowed down even further, and we don’t expect
much progress in the near future. Thank you to those who came along to
Pancrasweek, to look at their hall, which has helped form our ideas for what our
own new hall should look like.
Thornbury Parish Plan 2020

We expect to continue work on the new and updated Parish Plan when time
permits: the data is all on hand, and we will try to get this out to you as part of the
Autumn Tatler delivery.
Paul Taylor, Clerk to the Council. 261804

St. Peter’s Church News
As advised in the previous Tatler, the Rev. Richard Freeman of Bradworthy has now
taken responsibility for Thornbury, and Bradford & Cookbury. The formal process of
changing the Benefice has been delayed, and will be completed in due course. As
we go to press, the churches (and Saturday Church in Bradford Hall) remain closed
for worship, but we hope for change in the coming weeks.
Please watch the church noticeboard and the Tatler Facebook group for news of
future services.
Dee’s Lockdown Science & Nature Quiz answers
1. B

2. A

3. D

4. D

5. A

6. C

7. C

8. B

9. A

10. C 11. A 12. A 13. B 14. D
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Reopening later this year !

Join us at
“Thornbury
Tatler” on

Copy Deadline: Please send all information, events,
announcements and articles for the Autumn edition of
the Tatler to the Editor by 15th August at the latest.
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Coronavirus Covid-19
Ring & Ride Service Temporarily Suspended
Unfortunately, due to the current Covid-19 (Coronavirus) situation, the
Trustees have taken the difficult decision to suspend all Ring & Ride services
until further notice. All trips are cancelled with immediate effect.
The office will be closed, but we will be working from home, so if you need to
contact us you can still phone on the usual number.
The Cars for Care (Volunteer Car) service is still operating but with only a very
limited number of drivers, although as all non-urgent medical appointments
are being postponed we do not foresee there being much call for the service
anyway.
We look forward to resuming the service at a later date.
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Whilst we can't hold
our traditional groups,
we are offering a
virtual service, and if
anyone is interested
please get in contact
with Essie Barker

on 07816 686121
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Fused & Stained Glass Gifts and Jewellery
Including wind chimes, glass panels and tea-lights
Handmade to order in Thornbury in colours of your choice
Call Meg on 261804 or email meg@taylor.it

Hand-shaped Neapolitan pizza with
a range of tasty toppings.
Order for delivery from
Thornbury Holiday Park
1st & 3rd Friday of the month
6-9pm, over the Summer.
Contact Alex on 07967 000396
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HOLSWORTHY COMPUTERS
“Holsworthy Computers is here to
support the community of Holsworthy,
because it's the community that has
supported us, a small local business
over the past years.”
We are here for appointments only, so
please contact us via Facebook
Messenger or call us on 478040 before
making a journey. We may be able to
help over the phone or remotely to save
you a trip.
Take care,
Steve & Teagen

I hope I will be
forgiven for
sharing the
achievements
of our 4 year
old grandson
Freddie Plumb
who has just
raised over
£950 for Save
the Children by
riding his bike around Bushy Park in
Hampton in London. He aimed to raise
£200 by riding 26Km, but actually ended
up doing 42.44Km which is a bit more
than a marathon (26 miles) in just under
3 hours. Well done Freddie, we are very
proud of you. Meg & Paul
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Don’t forget to
mention that you
saw them in
“The Tatler”
when you contact
advertisers: their
support keep us
free!
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EVELYN
SHARMAN
Professional Driving Tuition
(DVSA ADI)
Tel: 01409 259 848 (Holsworthy)
Mobile: 07885 352 082
evelyn.sharman@btinternet.com
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Emergency Plan Contact Numbers:
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Chris Ward
Tim Priest
Keith Hutchings
George Worth
Trevor Jollow
Tony Gifford
Stephen Sanders
Paul Taylor
Steve Bond
Paul Taylor

S. Wonford - centre
S. Wonford - outlying areas
Thornbury & outlying areas
Lashbrook & Lopthorne
Woodacott - centre
Brendon & Forda
Lower Woodacott
Plan Coordinator
Snow Warden
Road Warden

261459
261673
261373
281336
261291
261374
261626
261804
261123
261804

07867 540618
07788 140497
07966 486575
07773 881110
07971 695091
07584 720802
07970 731044
07584 720802

General Emergency Numbers:
Police, Fire & Ambulance
Police
Holsworthy Medical Centre
Devon Doctors (out of hours)
Stratton Hospital—enquiries
Stratton Hospital—MIMI
A&E— Bideford/Barnstaple
South West Water (leaks)
Gas Emergencies
Electricity Emergencies
Power cuts (Western Power)
N.H.S. Direct
Torridge District Council
D.C.C. Highways
Environment -S.W. Agency
Samaritans
Victim Support

Emergencies 999
Non-urgent 101
253692
111
01288 320100
01288 320101
01271 322577
0800 2300561
0800 111999
0800 4085500
0800 6783105
111
01237 428700
01392 383329
08708 506506
08457 909090
0845 3030900

Your Holsworthy Rural Police team are:
PC Amanda Brown
PCSO Mark James
Email: torridge@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk
Thornbury Parish Councillors:
Chair: Keith Hutchings Vice Chair: Gaye Tabor
Trevor Jollow, Chris Ward, Liz Priest, Paul Taylor, Lisa Serra
Parish Clerk: Paul Taylor 01409 261804
Get more local information online at www.thornburyhamlets.com
Produced by ‘Parish Magazine Printing’ - 01288 341617

